Clifton Taulbert’s Keynote Talks & Engaging Workshops:

ACCELERATE YOUR IMAGINATION:
IMAGINE WHAT ISN’T
Clifton Taulbert’s engaging and thoughtful conversation embraced by corporate America and many of
their international counterparts now a conversation for Community Colleges; ACCELERATE YOUR
IMAGINATION. This talk was specifically designed for Ericsson—headquartered in Kista, Sweden as they
challenged Taulbert to engage their North American Suppliers in understanding that the Technology
Revolution has recalibrated expectations at all levels
and among most businesses, Ericsson notwithstanding.
New thought and fresh ideas would guide their future:
thus the need to clearly understand their next steps.
Taulbert has found this need to “clearly understand
next steps” to be of significant value in any
organization. Plan to use past successes as launching
pads to the future, to anticipate and plan for those next
steps. Taulbert’s initial Ericcson conversation has
become his “Act Now” MESSAGE to academic
organizations around the globe.
The signals are strong, if your institution is to compete and remain relevant, then your choice is very clear,
ACCELERATE YOUR IMAGINATION. According to Taulbert, this call to action encompasses the boardroom
and the campus security guard—all hands are needed, with all
minds engaged--ACCELERATED.
“We must be intentional about taking the top of the Mason Jar
(a glass jar commonly used in the South to preserve and keep
everything else out) where we may have metaphorically
preserved our professional efforts from yesterday and allow the
“Reality of Change” to upset, modify and broaden our
perspective of what the future can be,” say Taulbert.
Taulbert grew up on the Mississippi Delta during challenging
times and knows first-hand the impact of his imagination-to
imagine what didn’t exist.

“Knowledge is what we know. Our Imagination is what we have yet to discover.”
To arrange your conversation with this noted entrepreneur, author and human capital consultant, call
his office and arrange for a visit that could give your LEADERSHIP TEAM the launch imagined.
www.cliftontaulbert.com

(918)584-0414

ctaulbert@cliftontaulbert.com

